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Part # AIOK                        Novattach starter kit. Distributor Integrator MSRP

This kit contains all the Novattach parts  to mount any dome $44.68 $55.85 $69.81

camera with a female threaded pendant kit from Unistrut or trusses.

All you need to do is add 1.25" steel EMT or (1.5" OD aluminum pipe).

Pipe available from Novattach or your own sources. If you don't have

a pendant cap, try or pendant cap replacement adaptor listed below.

Likewise, if you need to mount to a flat overhead surface just

add our ceiling plate adaptor. We also have data rack adaptors

 and box camera adaptors. See our products  page for info.

Colour - White (AIOK-W), Black (AIOK-B) or plain metal (AIOK-M)

Part # PMA                        Pendant Mount Adaptor Distributor Integrator MSRP

When you don't have a pendant kit available for your dome $5.36 $6.70 $8.38

camera, try the Novattach PMA.

Attaches to the bottom of the Novattach bracket with locking

ring supplied.

Material is zinc plated steel. Colour is silver.

Fits most dome cameras and negates the need for unsightly

electrical boxes at the bottom of your Novattach pendant poles

when your camera model doesn’t have a pendant cap.

Part # CM01                               Ceiling Plate Adaptor Distributor Integrator MSRP

When mounting to a solid overhead surface such as concrete, $14.99 $18.74 $23.42

wood, architectural cladding or steel our ceiling plate attaches

with 4 fasteners / bolts (not included).

The Novattach mounting system then spins right onto the plate.

Available in low profile or higher clearance versions depending

upon the conduit type and cabling you are running.

Part # CM01 - 0.5" clearance under plate to run cables

Part # CM02 - 1" clearance for running 0.75" conduit

Part # DRA                              Data Rack Adapter Distributor Integrator MSRP

Mounting cameras, wireless access points or other hardware $6.85 $8.22 $9.86

devices to data racks is now fast and easy with the Novattach DRA.

Using the standard Novattach mounting system, just add this 

adaptor to the top of the unit.

This adaptor hooks onto the cable racking and clamps to the 

Novattach unit. There are no sharp edges and all materials are made 

of corrosion resistant metals.

Colour - silver.

Part # EBA                              Electrical Box Adapter Distributor Integrator MSRP

This accessory allows Novattach to be installed on a standard $7.25 $8.70 $10.44

4" X 4" Electrical Box. If your project requires that all cable is hidden

inside EMT electrical conduit, you can use Novattach to suspend from

the boxes with ease.

Colour - silver.

Material - 1/8" Aluminum Plate w/steel stud

Part # FCTA01M                       Box Camera Adaptor Distributor Integrator MSRP

Just attach our tilt / swivel adaptor to the base of the Novattach $9.44 $11.80 $14.75

mounting system with the locking ring supplied and you can 

mount any box camera with or without housing to the Novattach

units.

Colour - silver

Material - zinc coated steel

Part # LTA                            Large Threaded Adaptor Distributor Integrator MSRP

If using a pendant cap kit with a male thread, this adaptor marries up $6.99 $8.39 $10.07

the Novattach mount to the pendant cap. Fast & easy, just spin

onto the bottom of the Novattach then attach your camera and 

pendant cap.

Used on cameras with pendant caps that have a 1.5" male thread on

top of the pendant cap.

Inside diameter of 1.5" thread

Colour - Silver

Material - Zinc plated steel

Part # STA                        Small Threaded Adaptor Distributor Integrator MSRP

If using a pendant cap kit with a male thread, this adaptor marries up $5.23 $6.28 $7.53

the Novattach mount to the pendant cap. Fast & easy, just spin

onto the bottom of the Novattach then attach your camera and 

pendant cap.

Used on cameras with pendant caps that have a 1" male thread on

top of the pendant cap.

Inside diameter of 1" thread

Colour - Silver

Material - Zinc plated steel

Part # EMT                   Powder Coated Aluminum Piping Distributor Integrator MSRP

Prices are per foot. Sold in one foot increments. $3.40 $4.08 $4.90

We ship 1.5" OD alumimum pipe with all orders, but Novattach is 

compatible with UL approved 1.25" steel EMT conduit.

Aluminum is corrosion resistant, strong, lightweight and easy to cut.

When ordering, please use colour codes listed below and indicate the

lengths you want for each pole. For example a 4ft black pole would be

EMT-B 4ft. Please specify lengths for all poles when ordering.

Colours - White (EMT-W), Black (EMT-B) and Silver (EMT-M)

Part # NAC                        Novattach Assembly Code Distributor Integrator MSRP

Full assembly service for any of your Novattach parts. $4.50 $5.63 $7.03

If you would like your various length Novattach products fully 

assembled, including any adaptors, then this all inclusive service is

for you. Products are shipped fully assembled to your facility.

All you have to do is run your patch cable and attach the hardware.

Assembled kits are available in White, Black or Silver.

Custom colours available upon request.

Just pick your parts, colours, pipe lengths and add adaptors and we do

the rest. Price is for one assembled unit. 

PRICING

CUSTOM MOUNTING SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE 

1-866-445-2623        WWW.NOVATTACH.COM
IF YOU DON'T SEE A MOUNT THAT MEETS YOUR NEEDS CALL FOR A COMPLEMENTARY MANUFACTURING CONSULTATION


